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PREFACE
The work reported herein was conducted under contract NAS1-19143, Advanced Con-
cepts for Civil Rotorcraft Noise Reduction, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, Langley Research Center. The work was initiated on 20 November 1990 and
completed 15 October 1992.
The Government Technical Representative for this contract was Earl Booth of NASA
Langley Research Center. The principal investigator was T. Alan Egolf, Senior Principal
Engineer, the co-investigator was Brian E. Wake, Research Engineer, and the program
manager was Anton J. Landgrebe, Manager, Aeromechanics Research. Joe Visintainer
of Sikorsky Aircraft performed the acoustic calculations. The NAS computer facilities at
NASA Ames Research Center were used for the Navier-Stokes calculations.
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SUMMARY
A computational study was performed for a doubly-swept rotor blade-tip design con-
cept to determine its merit to reduce high-speed impulsive (HSI) noise and blade-vortex
interaction (BVI) noise. The tip design employs both aft sweep and forward sweep.
For the HS|-noise computations, unsteady Euler calculations were performed for sev-
eral variations of a rotor-blade geometry. These variations were based on UH-60A Black
Hawk rotor-blade twist, chord, and airfoil section type using the original doubly-swept tip
planform originally developed by M. Tauber at NASA Ames. The goal of this study was
to use the doubly-swept planforms and develop a new blade-tip design that would reduce
BVI noise while retaining the ttSI benefits of the NASA design. The original doubly-
swept planform, studied in earlier NASA investigations, was found to have the highest
delocalizing Mach number (0.95) and thus the potentially lowest HSI noise, but it has
an effective forward sweep on a thrust-weighted basis. For aeroelastic considerations, a
doubly-swept planform with a thrust-weighted effective aft sweep was developed which has
a delocalizing Mach number of 0.94. This blade planform was used as a starting point in
the BVI-noise study. Along with the successful definition of a lower HSI-noise rotor than
the baseline Black Hawk rotor, other studies included comparisons between quasi-steady
and unsteady results, and Euler versus Navier-Stokes results.
For the BVl-noise problem, it had been hypothesized that the doubly-swept blade tip,
by producing a leading-edge vortex, would affect the downstream vorticity distribution in
a manner which would reduce the tip-vortex effect in BVI noise. In the present work, the
velocity profiles downstream of the helicopter blades as computed by a Navier-Stokes solver
were used ahmg with auxiliary codes to produce a model of the inflow of a BVI event. This
inflow distribution was then used by an unsteady Euler analysis to predict the pressure
distributions associated with this BVI event. An acoustic analysis, WOPWOP, used these
pressure distributions to compute the resultant noise. This study was inconclusive, in part,
because the Navier-Stokes calculations did to resolve the vortex roll-up process accurately.
As a result, acoustic calculations for the baseline UH-60A case did not compare well with
experimental acoustic results. The problem with the Navier-Stokes calculations has been
identified as vorticity dissipation. This may be due to insufficient grid resolution as limited
by the computer resource constraints of this investigation. In addition, due to the low
loading at the tip for the advancing side and operating condition studied, there was no
indication of a leading-edge vortex formation.
The doubly-swept blade offers a potential benefit for HSI-noise reduction over the
aft-swept Black ttawk blade, but experimental studies or improved high-resolution cal-
culations are needed to determine the potential, if any, of the doubly-swept blade for
BVI-noise reduction.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to successfully reduce rotor noise, it is necessary to attack the problem at
the fundamental level of the noise-producing mechanisms. High-speed impulsive (HSI)
noise mechanisms associated with compressibility have been found to be fundamentally
dependent on blade-tip aerodynamics, while blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise is de-
pendent on the tip-vortex structure which is affected by the tip aerodynamics. In previous
exploratory studies of noise mechanisms at NASA and the United Technologies Research
Center (UTRC) using first-order modeling assumptions, predicted influences of forward
tip sweep on the tip pressure field and wake have indicated a potential acoustic bene-
fit. Specifically, the potential of delaying sonic delocalization associated with high-speed
impulsive noise and redistributing tip vorticity for reduced BVI noise has been identi-
fied, and studies with more rigorous aerodynamic modeling and acoustic prediction were
recommended.
In this computational study, aerodynamic mechanisms are modeled to reduce high-
speed impulsive noise and blade-vortex interaction noise. Both of these impulsive noise
mechanisms are addressed using advanced blade tips with doubly-swept planforms, the
baseline doubly-swept planform developed in Refs. 1 and 2 and a modified doubly-swept
planform (Figure 1). The doubly-swept planforms consists of forward sweep at the tip
and aft sweep inboard of the forward sweep. For this study, state-of-the-art rotor airloads,
airflow, and noise-prediction codes are used to investigate the potential of such a design
concept for the reduction of rotorcraft noise. Tile assessment of noise reduction was made
by comparing predicted magnitudes of acoustic information for an existing rotor-blade
design (Black Hawk, UH-60A, also shown in Figure l) and the doubly-swept tip designs.
Since the study relies on several modeling assumptions, it is considered to be a conceptual
study.
Background
Rotor blades of conventional rotorcraft operate in a general unsteady compressible
aerodynamic environment which is also subject to very localized blade-vortex interac-
tions. Both the unsteady compressible aspects of the flow and the BVI events are sources
of impulsive noise unique to rotorcraft. High-speed impulsive noise is associated with
compressibility on the advancing side of the rotor disk due to the occurrence of regions of
supersonic flow on the blade. This source of noise can occur independent of blade loading
(Ref. 3), and is a function of blade-thickness distribution, planform geometry, and flight
condition. Generally, the impulsive noise associated with blade-vortex interaction events
are associated with low-speed flight and descent conditions, although BVI can occur over
a wide spectrum of flight conditions, depending on rotor speed, attitude, and loading con-
ditions. For the general low-speed and descent conditions, noise associated with a BVI
event is caused by local unsteady blade loading on the aft region of the rotor disk (but not
restricted to this region). Relatively large and rapid changes in the local induced velocity
field associatedwith the close passageof tip vortices nearly parallel to the blade cause
unsteady blade loading.
Modeling of these impulsive noisemechanismsis not yet at the level of sophistica-
tion required to consistently predict the correct acoustic signature. However, progress
is being made in the acoustic side of the prediction area. For example, in Ref. 4, us-
ing actual experimental blade-surfacepressuredistributions and someapproximations to
define the non-linear quadrupole strengths, good acoustic predictions for both compress-
ibility (Figure 2) and BVI impulsive noise (Figure 3) have been obtained. The results of
Ref. 5-7 also show acceptable BVI impulsive noise predictions using experimental surface
pressures. Thus, it would appear that the major problem in producing good acoustic
predictions is in the prediction of the blade airloading. In Ref. 8, two different aerody-
namic/aeroacoustic methodologies are used to make acoustic predictions for a helicopter
rotor. Both methodologies use linear acoustic methods and a prescribed vortex-lattice
wake model to obtain the wake-induced inflow. The best results were obtained with the
ROTONET method (Refs. 9 and 10) which used the more detailed wake model, a gen-
eralized distorted forward-flight wake (Refs. 11 and 12). However, the predictions from
both methods were still significantly less accurate than predictions shown in Refs. 4-7
using measured airloads. Both linear methods, used in Ref. 8, rely on fundamentally two-
dimensional aerodynamic models based on strip theory and thus neglect three-dimensional
effects in the blade airloadings. In addition, there is some concern that the lack of a non-
linear noise model and the temporal resolution of the load-prediction methodologies affects
the quality of the acoustic prediction. From these sample references, it is apparent that
the accuracy of the acoustic predictions is very dependent on the ability to predict the
blade-surface pressures and possibly the off-blade values (quadrupole source terms).
The prediction of BVI impulsive noise is strongly dependent on the ability to model
both the rotor wake, and blade-loading response associated with the event. If either of the
models is deficient, the corresponding prediction would be questionable. Recent work (Ref.
13) has demonstrated that present freewake methods do a fairly good job in predicting the
locations of BVI events. But these models lack a consistent accuracy over the entire rotor
disc, especially for difficult flight conditions, such as descent, where BVI occurs. The use
of more sophisticated unsteady three-dimensional flow codes and wake models is starting
to address the loading response issue, but much more remains to be done to improve the
wake-modeling aspect of the problem.
There has been recent work in the area of improving forward-flight wake models,
where researchers are attempting to model the complete wake surface as a distorting sur-
face as exemplified in Refs. 14-17. Earlier wake models have used built-in simplifying
assumptions regarding the structure of the wake to reduce computational cost. In partic-
ular, the assumption of a single tip-vortex structure, and a non-distorting inboard sheet
are common models upon which early free-wake methods are based. For certain types
of rotor-blade designs and flight conditions, these built-in assumptions have proved to be
incorrect (Refs. 14 and 15). Faster computers are making the reliance on these simplifying
assumptions unnecessary (Ref. 17).
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The incorporation of the effect of the wake into advanced finite-difference and finite-
volume three-dimensional rotor-blade flow solvers has also been advancing. These methods
have the advantage of being able to predict the non-linear flow characteristics both on and
off the rotor blade, but computational cost is still a major concern for the viscous analy-
ses. In addition, the incorporation of the wake influence is more difficult than with earlier
lifting-line, lifting-surface, and panel methods (traditionally linear models) due to numer-
ical and CPU cost considerations. However, in recognition of the need to include the wake
influence for accurate predictions, the modeling of the wake effects has progressed from
simple angle-of-attack adjustments to the more sophisticated wake-embedding techniques
using complex three-dimensional wake geometries. Most of the work in this area has
been focused on the potential formulations (Refs. 18-24) because of the inherently higher
computational cost associated with Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers. Researchers have
been progressively improving the prediction methods from transonic small-disturbance
methods (Ref. 20) to full-potential methods with a variety of wake-modeling approaches
(Refs. 21-23,25). A sophisticated full-potential/wake method incorporates the convection
of the wake internal to the solution process (Ref. 23), but is currently limited to hover.
There has been work done by researchers on wake modeling in Euler and Navier-Stokes
solvers (e.g. Refs. 26-30), but the degree of sophistication of the wake models is not as
advanced as for the potential formulations. Generally, the wake effect is modeled as an
inflow adjustment at the blade. The embedded-wake methodology, for hover applications,
was incorporated into the Euler mode of the first rotor-blade viscous flow solver, NSR3D
(Ref. 31-33). Recent work with a less-dissipative up-winded scheme (Ref. 34) and an
adaptive-grid method (Ref. 35) have attempted to compute the tip vortex for several
rotor revolutions. Results to date are promising. Most of the net downwash appears to be
captured, but accurate resolution of the tip-vortex velocity profiles is lost due to numer-
ical diffusion. More validation and grid studies are required for these methods. Again,
although generally too expensive for detailed design work today, new computer architec-
tures will resolve the computational cost issue for these viscous code applications (Ref.
32) in the near future.
Design Concept
The advanced blade-design concept investigated in this study is a doubly-swept blade,
aft-swept inboard of the blade tip and then forward-swept to the blade tip, to reduce both
the compressibility and BVI related noise. A doubly-swept design, originally developed by
M. Tauber of the NASA Ames Research Center (Ref. 2) and shown in Figure 1, was used
as the initial input to this study. The justification to study such a concept has evolved
from insight into past numerical and empirical studies. There are two primary reasons to
consider forward-swept blade designs, one associated with each HSI noise and BVI noise.
The first, and generally accepted reason, is to reduce the effective Mach number at the
blade tip. It is well known that aft-swept blades delay the occurrence of the strongest
compressibility effects on the advancing side of the rotor disk. On the basis of geometric
considerations and accepted two-dimensional swept-flow theory, the delay in rotor azimuth
is equal to the blade sweep angle, neglecting any change in the relative velocity.
In an ideal two-dimensional sense, the benefit would be identical for both aft- and
forward-swept blades. However, additional three-dimensional effects enter into the picture.
Numerical predictions are presented in Ref. 1 for straight, aft-swept, and forward-swept
blade designs using the full-potential method of Ref. 25. This study demonstrated the
acoustic benefits of the forward-swept blade compared with the straight and aft-swept
blades, at selected azimuthal positions. In Figure 4, Mach contours are shown from
Ref. 1 for aft-swept and forward-swept blade-tip designs at ¢ -- 90 degrees, for # --
0.41 and Mho,,=0.65, which gives an advancing tip Math number of 0.92. The predicted
results, based on inviscid, quasi-steady full-potential theory, indicated that the forward-
swept blade was superior to the conventional aft-swept blade for reducing the extent of
delocalization and for reducing the inviscid torque.
The delocalization concept is based on tile premise that if there exists a region of
supersonic flow, relative to the blade, that extends to the sonic surface (or sonic cylinder)
off the blade, then efficient propagation of acoustic energy occurs. The sonic surface is the
iso-Mach surface of Mach number equal to 1.0 in the hub-centered, blade-fixed coordinate
system. Thus, if the supersonic region does not extend to the sonic surface off the blade,
then the acoustic signature is weaker. The results shown in Ref. 36 seem to confirm
the use of delocalization as an acceptable indication of acoustic signal strength associated
with the transonic non-linear effects. In Figure 4, sonic delocalization is present for the
aft-swept design.
The forward-swept blade designs studied in Ref. 1 may produce destabilizing aeroelas-
tic effects. The purely forward-swept blade tip moves the effective blade-tip aerodynamic
center forward of the blade elastic axis. This can result in torsional deflections which tend
to increase with increasing loading, resulting in even higher tip loads, unlike straight and
aft-swept blade tip designs. Follow-up work prcsented in Ref. 2 by Tauber addressed this
issue in conjunction with numerical optimization techniques applied to the full-potential
flow analysis for minimizing the delocalization region for a doubly-swept blade tip. In this
study, the inboard portion of the blade tip was swept aft in the conventional manner, while
the outermost section was swept forward. The inboard aft sweep balances the negative
aeroelastic effects of the outboard forward sweep. Only selected azimuthal positions were
studied, but the doubly-swept design, including tailored airfoil sections was able to produce
significantly reduced delocalization regions (i.e. reduced acoustic signal strength) with re-
duced inviscid torque and acceptable blade-pitching moments. A subsequent change in
the sweep was able to remove the delocalization without tailored airfoil sections. One of
the purposes of the present study is to validate these earlier calculations which relied on
quasi-steady full-potential methods. This study addresses the effect of entropy changes
(Euler equations), unsteadiness, and viscosity on the prediction of delocalization for this
concept.
A second reason to sweep the blade tip forward is to affect the tip-vortex structure to
reduce the BVI noise. Recent experimental work, Ref. 37, has demonstrated that forward-
swept wing geometries reduce tile amplitude of the velocity field associated with the
vortex-flow structure produced by unsteady oscillating wings. This experimental program
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was focused on unsteady, oscillating wings with different swept planforms. Although
these results do not truly reflect the aerodynamic environment of the rotor blade they
are indicative of the potential of changing the downstreamvelocity field associatedwith
the different planforms. In Figure 5, taken from Ref. 37, velocity profiles for forward-
swept, straight, and aft-swept wings are shown as a function of one period of oscillation
of the wing at a point 0.17chord lengths (0.17c)downstreamof the wing-tip leading edge
and 0.10 chords abovethe blade surface. Comparison of the peak-to-peak values in the
velocity profiles indicate that the value of the forward-sweptwing is half of the aft-swept
wing value. Additional results comparing the same information and wing geometriesat
four different spanwisepositions demonstrated a consistently weaker velocity field than
the aft-swept and straight wing.
Additional experimental results, Refs. 38 and 39, for aft-swept, straight, and forward-
swept vanes has shown that the wake of the forward-swept vane produced the least noise
when ingested into a rotating blade system. Flow measurements at UTRC indicated
that the velocity field downstream of the forward-swept vane was weaker than the others,
similar to the results for the wing of Ref. 37. It was hypothesized that the vorticity of
a leading-edge vortex is entrained into the tip-vortex structure for the aft-swept vane,
increasing the magnitude of the velocity components. Conversely, for the forward-swept
vane, it is hypothesized that the vorticity of a leading-edge vortex stays separate from the
tip vortex, and eventually leaves the blade inboard of the traditional tip-vortex location
of the straight and aft-swept vane. The result is that the vorticity is more distributed
and the tip vortex is therefore weaker. This weaker velocity field is the reason for the
weaker acoustic signal. These different sets of experimental data support the idea that
the flow structure of a forward-swept rotor-blade tip may produce a significantly weaker
flow structure than an aft-swept or straight blade tip.
Some preliminary unpublished predictions of the forward- and aft-swept vanes were
made using the NSR3D code described in Refs. 31-33. The calculations demonstrated the
differences in leading-edge vortex and tip-vortex formations for the two configurations.
The differences in flow structure, i.e. the convection of the leading-edge vortex, were also
computed for the rotating flow field of aft-swept and forward-swept prop-fans. On this
basis, the design concept study was initiated.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
The purpose of this study isto refinean initialdoubly-swept design planform from
Ref. 2 to have good high-speed impulsive noise (HSI) characteristicsand produce a weak-
ened tip-vortexstructure to reduce itsblade-vortex interaction(BVI) noise. This required
two major prediction activities.The firstmajor activitywas the applicationof an unsteady
Euler method to validate earlierquasi-steady full-potentialfindings for this concept and
refinethe doubly-swept geometry to provide an effectiveaft-sweep while maintaining its
HSI-noise benefit over the Black Hawk rotor. The second major activity involved the
use of a Navier-Stokes code to definethe flow structure downstream of the doubly-swept
rotor-blade tip.This information was used to define a BVI-wake-induced velocityfor use
in the Euler.analysisto study the effectof the tipshape on blade-vortex interactionrelated
noise. These predictionsincluded the followingcomputer codes, a modified vortex-lattice
method (BVI_INFLOW), the UTRC three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/Euler rotor analy-
sis (NSR3D), and the government-funded acoustic prediction code (WOPWOP). Each of
these analyses, and their coupling, willbe described in thissection.
High-Speed Impulsive Noise Methodology
To rigorously predict the compressibility noise, the non-linear flow field must be
calculated. This precludes the use of traditional linear methods, such as lifting-surface or
panel methods. A flow solver with transonic capability is required to predict the region
of supersonic flow associated with the delocalization and the three-dimensional pressure
field. The ability to predict the acoustic far-field using finite-difference (or finite-volume)
methods has been successful in two-dimensions and is very costly. The equivalent three-
dimensional calculation is currently computationally prohibitive. Work is progressing in
the area of combining these finite-difference methods for the accurate near-field calculation
of the non-linear effects with linear methods for the far-field. The most notable successes
have been limited to modeling two-dimensional impulsive events to investigating the three-
dimensional propagation of the signal (Refs. 40 and 41), and hover applications (Refs. 42
and 43) using the FPR code of Ref. 21. Both of these approaches used a Kirchhoff formula
for the linear far-field model. A study of recent literature indicates that the extension of
this approach to forward flight has not been demonstrated. However_ the non-linear near-
field solution can be used as an indicator of the acoustic strength using the concept of
delocalization. This is the approach that is used in this HSI-noise reduction study.
For a given geometry, the critical parameter governing the existence of delocaliza-
tion is the advancing tip Mach number (M_d_). This is the Mach number the blade tip
experiences on the advancing side of the rotor. As M_ is increased (whether through
increase of forward-flight speed or rotational speed), the supersonic region gets larger and
the sonic surface moves closer to the blade. Eventually, an advancing tip Mach number
is reached at which the supersonic region intersects with the sonic surface. This limiting
M_d, is referred to as the "delocalizing Mach number", and is denoted as M,_Zo_,l. To de-
termine the delocalizing Mach number for various geometries, unsteady Euler calculations
were performed using NSR3D (described below) in the Euler mode. Today's conventional
rotorcraft are limited to a maximum advance ratio of approximately 0.46 due to the onset
of dynamic stall. This limit is independent of the transonic acoustics. For these runs, the
advance ratio was fixed to this estimate of the maximum advance ratio. By increasing the
rotational speed of the rotor at this maximum advance ratio, the forward-flight speed of
the helicopter is maximized. For various geometries the rotational tip Mach number was
increased until delocalization was predicted by tile unsteady Euler solver. A Giauret lin-
ear inflow model was used, where the inflow varies linearly with radius at a given azimuth
location. The parameters for this model can be derived from classical vortex theory. The
effect of blade loading, and hence the wake, at these high speeds on delocalization is sec-
ondary (Ref. 3), thus this linear inflow model is assumed adequate for relative comparison
between geometries.
Blade-Vortex Interaction Noise Methodology
The modeling of BVI-related phenomena is completely dependent on tile wake-geometry
model; in particular, the distortion of the wake geometry and hence the wake-vorticity
distribution. In addition, the prediction of unsteady wake/blade interaction is difficult
because the blade may modify or destroy the vortex during the interaction. Recent ef-
forts are starting to address BVI modeling in three dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes
solvers using prescribed wake geometries (Ref. 30), but the complete rigorous prediction
is beyond the capability of current analyses.
For the present study, a coupled methodology is used to model the BVI event. A flow
chart of the coupled methodology process for BVI-noise prediction is given in Figure 6.
The first step of the process is to determine the azimuthal positions of the BVI events for
a given flight condition. This can be performed using the wake geometry charts of Ref.
44 and referring to experimental data (Refs. 45-47). For the purpose of this investigation,
the effort focuses on the BVI events in the first quadrant of the rotor disk. Once the BVI
event is identified, the wake age of the interacting wake element can be approximately
determined using the charts of Ref. 44, and thus the blade azimuth position at which
the tip-vortex structure is generated can be determined. This is the azimuthal position
at which the viscous flow solver (NSR3D) is run in the quasi-steady mode to estimate the
flow structure of the trailing tip-vortex structure of the blade-tip design.
Once the viscous flow field near the blade at the designated azimuth location is
computed, the axial velocity component downstream of the blade must be extracted and
incorporated into the vortex-lattice wake method. Here, the axial direction is defined as
perpendicular to the rotor-shaft plane, this is the direction which will have the largest
effect on blade loads. The modified vortex-lattice method, called BVI_INFLOW, uses
the computed input axial velocity distribution to predict the induced inflow for specific
BVI events. The prediction process uses this input axial velocity profile in place of the
Biot-Savart law for the axial induced-flow behavior. Only vortex segments which have a
significant impact on tile BVI event are included in the calculation. The interaction is
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very sensitiveto the distancebetweenthe vortex and the blade. Sincethis distancecannot
be computed accurately, the wake is given zero axial displacement. This simplification
produces the maximum BVI effect and eliminates uncertainties in the prediction of the
wake geometry. The tip vortex is assumedto impact the blade without disrupting the
vortex. The mapping of this input velocity profile to a vortex-segment-inducedvalue is
basedon the orthogonal distancefrom the vortex segmentto the point being influenced. A
decay behavior which is inverselyproportional to distance, similar to Biot-Savart, is used
beyond the range of the input profile. The BVI inducedeffectsat the interacting bladeare
calculated over a specifiedazimuthal region. This data is then linearly faired to zero at
the blade root and linearly interpolated azimuthally from the edgesof the specified region
over the remaining azimuthal region to producea smooth inflow variation awayfrom the
BVI event.
This BVI-inflow-modeling process makes two assumptions which must be recognized.
The first assumption is that the tlp-wake structure aft of the blade trailing edge is main-
tained as the tip wake is convected in space and time to the blade undergoing the BVI
event. Currently this viscous phenomena cannot be accurately predicted very far down-
stream of the blade with any current analysis code, due to the combination of extreme cost
and numerical dissipation. The second assumption is that the quasi-steady viscous-flow
prediction of the flow structure is adequate to define the relative differences in the wake
and flow structure between different blade-tip designs.
The inflow distribution over the entire rotor disc is then provided to the unsteady
Euler solver. The Euler solver is used to compute the blade surface pressure distribution
for a complete rotor revolution. These pressures are provided to the acoustics analysis to
predict the corresponding noise.
Navier-Stokes/Euler Solver
The unsteady Euler calculations and the viscous calculations for the tip-vortex veloc-
ity profiles were obtained using the Euler/Navier-Stokes analysis (NSR3D). This Navier-
Stokes analysis (NSR3D), originally developed by Wake and Sankar (Ref. 31), has since
been significantly refined at UTRC (Refs. 32 and 33).
The numerical procedure, which is a modification of the Beam and Warming al-
gorithm (Refs. 48 and 49), has unsteady capability and does not make the thin-layer
assumption. The spanwise-flux terms are treated explicitly in time. Lagging the spanwise
terms gives a hybrid procedure which performs implicit inversions in the airfoil planes,
but marches explicitly in the spanwise direction. It was shown in Ref. 50 that such a
hybrid procedure works well when the spacing in the spanwise direction is much larger
than in the other two. The viscous terms are treated explicitly in time as well. It has
been demonstrated by others that evaluating the viscous terms explicitly is stable for high
Reynolds number flows (above 100,000, typical for this study) provided adequate implicit
dissipation is employed (Refs. 51 and 52). In the present analysis, the viscous terms are
approximately treated in the diagonalized form of the left-hand side (Ref. 53)
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To enhanceconvergence and produce accurate unsteady results, a Newton sub-iteration
scheme with local time stepping is utilized within each global time step (Ref. 54). To
maintain time accuracy, the unsteady term is included in the residual on the right-hand
side of the equations. The sub-iterations reduce tile errors in tile left-hand side associ-
ated with approximate factorization, diagonalization, and explicit treatment of the viscous
terms and boundary conditions. The result of using tills scheme is an essentially fully im-
plicit algorithm. By using three or four sub-iterations with local time-stepping, it has been
found that the time step can be increased by a factor of ten or more for these problems.
The benefits are primarily for unsteady problems but convergence is improved for steady
problems as well.
The code can use a variety of grid types, but the C-grid is generally preferred and
was used in'this study. In NSR3D, a sheared parabolic C-grid is algebraically generated
internal to the code. Two views of the grid at a given spanwise station for Euler calcu-
lations is provided in Figures 7a and 7b. For the Navier-Stokes calculations a much finer
mesh is used in the normal direction.
The use of standard central differences to approximate spatial derivatives can give rise
to odd-even decoupling and cascading high-frequency errors. To control these problems,
blended 2nd/4th-order artificial dissipation terms are added explicitly to the right-hand
side of the equations as described by Jameson (Ref. 55). Fourth-order implicit dissipation
is added to the left-hand side to improve the overall stability of the algorithm. This leads
to a pentadiagonal system of equations which can be solved efficiently when using the
diagonalized form of the equations.
A modification of the well-known Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model is used
(Ref. 56). This model is adequate for attached or mildly separated flows but is not reliable
in massively separated regions. This model, however, has proven to do nearly as well as the
much more costly one- or two-equation models and presently the advantages of the higher-
order models are not evident in all applications (Ref. 57). In the original Baldwin-Lomax
model (Ref. 56), calculation of the normal distance from the wall for the inner layer uses
shear values at the wall. For the modified version, the maximum normal shear value is used
(Ref. 58) instead of the wall shear stress because in the vicinity of separation points, the
wall shear stress will approach zero. For computing the maximum of the wake function in
the model, the search is limited in the normal direction. This modification, similar to that
of Ref. 59 for slender bodies, improves the model where cross-flow separation is present.
An exponential blending function is incorporated to smooth the transition between the
inner and outer eddy-viscosity distributions.
An unsteady grid is employed to account for the motion of the rotor blade. Any
motion of the blade due to cyclic pitch or flapping is included in the unsteady grid-
motion terms. Lead-lag motion could also be included in these terms, but its effect on
the aerodynamic loading is small. Using these unsteady terms, large and arbitrary blade
motions can be accounted for in an accurate and very convenient manner.
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For simplicity, and to give a flexible solution procedure, all boundary conditions are
applied explicitly. That is, after the interior points have been solved for, the values at the
boundaries are updated. Implicit treatment of the boundaries enable slightly larger time
steps, but produces a very inflexible scheme since the boundary conditions must be built
into the inversion process.
At the surface of the blade, the no-slip conditions are applied for viscous solutions,
while tangency is applied for inviscid solutions. For density and pressure at the blade
surface, their normal derivatives are specified to be zero. This is equivalent to an adiabatic
wall condition. At the far-field boundaries, quantities are either fixed or extrapolated
depending on whether the flow is inflow or outflow and subsonic or supersonic. For
supersonic inflow, all quantities are set to freestream values, for subsonic inflow, the
density is extrapolated to allow for the propagation of one characteristic. At the outflow
boundaries, all quantities are extrapolated except for pressure which is set to freestream.
Extrapolating pressure, even for supersonic outflow, tends to be destabilizing.
At the most inboard spanwise station, one-sided differencing is used in the spanwise
direction for the convective terms, while the spanwise viscous terms are turned off. At the
cut surface formed by the C-grid, quantities are averaged from above and below.
The Navier-Stokes/Euler solver (NSR3D) is dependent upon a very simple method for
the inclusion of the wake effects. The wake velocities are included in the surface boundary
conditions. These velocities have a radial and chordwise variation over the blade surface.
Acoustics
The impulsive noise due to the BVI events was predicted by using the NASA acoustic
prediction code, commonly called WOPWOP (Ref. 60). This analysis uses the linear
model on which the ROTONET program is based, but is easier to run in a stand-alone
mode. This feature is very desirable because the main focus of the investigation is to
address only the compressibility and BVI loading noise on a relative basis.
The analysis utilizes numerical analysis techniques applied to Farassat's solution of
the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkins (FW-H) equations to predict the acoustic pressure time
history and noise spectrum of a helicopter rotor. In this analysis_ the acoustic pressure
is divided into four components: near-field thickness noise, far-field thickness noise, far-
field noise due to blade loading, and near-field noise due to blade loading, which are then
combined for a given observer to yield the overall sound pressure. The actual computation
is performed by dividing the blades into small panels, determining the retarded time for
each panel, and then evaluating the integrals for all the blades for a fixed observer position
and time. Repeating this process over discrete time intervals provides the acoustic pressure
time history.
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RESULTS
High-speedimpulsive (HSI) noisewas the first noisemechanism to be examined for
the doubly-swept blade. From this study, a suitable blade planform which had good HSI
features and more acceptableaeroelastic qualities was selected. This blade then served
as the starting point for tile blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise study. In this section,
results for the HSI- and BVI-noise studies are presented.
The baseline blades for this study are the Black Hawk blade and the baseline doubly-
swept blade. The Black Hawk blade is untapered with 20 degrees of aft sweep starting at
about 92 percent span. It has SC1095 and SC1095-R8 airfoil sections and a linear twist
rate of -13 degrees over most of the blade. There is a "bucket" in the twist near the tip to
help alleviate the losses associated with the passing tip vortex in hover (see Figure 8). For
the baseline doubly-swept blade, the optimized planform from Ref. 2 (shown in Figure 1)
is used but the twist distribution and airfoil sections are those of the Black Hawk blade.
Thus the only differences between the Black Hawk blade and baseline doubly-swept blade
are the sweep and chord distribution.
High-Speed Impulsive Noise
As discussed previously, the high-speed impulsive noise increases dramatically when
the supersonic region relative to the blade-fixed coordinate system extends to the sonic
cylinder and this phenomena is called deiocalization. The advancing tip Math number
(M_d.) at which delocalization occurs is called the delocalizing Math number, denoted as
Md,_o¢.,,. The higher the delocalizing Mach number, the faster the helicopter can fly before
HSI noise increases greatly and becomes the dominant source of noise. Thus, to improve
the HSI-noise characteristics of the blade, the goal is to maximize M_,,oc,,,. The primary
objective of this study was to increase the delocalizing Mach number as much as possible
over the Black Hawk while maintaining similar aeroelastic characteristics to the original
Black Hawk blade (i.e., effective aft sweep). Such a blade would be considered the "best"
for the reduction of HS1 noise. A secondary objective was to study the impact of unsteady
and viscous effects on the prediction of Ma,toc,,t compared with the earlier quasi-steady
full-potential work presented in Ref. 2.
Baseline Study
As an initial assessment of the HSl-noise benefits of the baseline doubly-swept blade,
quasi-steady Euler runs were performed at several conditions for the Black Hawk (UH-
60A) blade and the baseline doubly-swept blade. In these runs, the advance ratio (_u)
and rotational tip Mach number (Mho_) were varied and the flow field was tested for
delocalization. To provide a representative blade loading, the control settings were set to
those of a similar condition run in the DNW model rotor experimental test (Ref. 45-47,
run 14.25, # = 0.33, thrust level of lg). In the DNW test, a Mach-scaled model Black
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Hawk rotor with 176 miniature pressure transducers was used. The test also included
measurements of blade dynamics, acoustics and performance.
For the Euler calculations, 162,560 grid points were used including 127 streamwise,
40 spanwise and 32 in the normal direction. On the blade surface, 107x31 points were
used. From this computational study, it was verified that the most critical flight-condition
parameter influencing delocalization was the advancing tip Mach number. Advance ratio
or rotational tip speed could be varied, but as long as the advancing tip Mach number was
the same, the state of delocalization would be unchanged. Figure 9 presents a homograph
for advancing tip Mach number and the rotor advance ratio as a function of rotational tip
Mach Number and helicopter flight speed (Voo). Lines of constant advance ratio are given
as dashed lines, the solid lines represent lines of constant advancing tip Mach number.
Since Mad_ is the most critical parameter used to identify the onset of delocalization, and
rotor advance ratio is an important forward-flight parameter, this homograph is useful in
selecting operational parameters to investigate delocalization boundaries while maintain-
ing realistic operating conditions. The advance ratio is bounded by the onset of dynamic
stall, limited to about 0.46 for present-day conventional helicopters. Increasing advance
ratio or rotational tip Mach number does not cause deloealization until M_d_ = Mdelo¢_l.
The goal is to modify the tip design to allow an increase in the flight speed without M_v
reaching Mdetoca_. Several of the conditions studied for the baseline Black Hawk (circles)
and baseline doubly-swept geometries (squares} are marked on this figure. The solid sym-
bols indicate conditions at which delocalization occurred. Black Hawk symbols beyond
M_av -_.890 and doubly-swept symbols beyond M_d_ _0.95 are in the delocalized region.
To maximize the flight speed before delocalization occurs, the condition must be along
the line of maximum advance ratio (taken as {}.46). From the results presented in this
figure, the use of the baseline doubly-swept tip design is seen to significantly increase
M_teloc,,l relative to the Black Hawk tip. In addition, Ma_o_l has been increased so much
that delocalization does not occur until about 200 knots (for # = 0.46). The computed
Ma_oc,_t for the Black Hawk blade was found to be between 0.895 and 0.90 based on these
unsteady inviscid predictions from NSR3D. (This agrees favorably with the experimen-
tally estimated value of 0.89 for the model Black Hawk rotor.) The baseline doubly-swept
blade improved on this value significantly with a Ma, lo_,: between 0.950 and 0.955.
In Figure 10, contours of relative Mach number are given for the baseline doubly-
swept and Black Hawk blades for a condition with M_d, --- 0.93, (_=0.331, Mho,_-'0.702,
run 14.25 of the DNW test described in Refs. 45-47). The difference in the supersonic
regions is dramatic and delocalization is evident for the Black Hawk but not the baseline
doubly-swept blade.
Unsteady Effects
The earlier work of Refs. 1 and 2 was based on quasi-steady full-potential calculations.
Although one would not expect significant differences between full-potential and Euler
calculations at these conditions, unsteady effects could be important. Initially, many
quasi-steady calculations were performed at several azimuth locations in increments of
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five degreesto determine the azimuthal extent of delocalization of the Black Hawk blade.
Based on these quasi-steady results for # "- 0.33 and Marly -- 0.93, delocalization initialized
between blade azimuths of 50 and 55 degrees and continued until between 120 and 125
degrees. An unsteady run for this case predicted the onset of delocalization at 61.5 degrees
and continuing to 122.5 degrees. Thus the quasi-steady results predicted a slightly larger
azimuthal extent of delocalization than the predicted unsteady results. More importantly,
one unsteady run automatically determined the entire azimuthal range of delocalization as
opposed to running many quasi-steady runs, while providing transient effects which may
be of some importance. For this reason, in subsequent studies, unsteady Euler calculations
were performed to determine the onset of delocalization.
Viscous Effects
To investigate the effects of viscosity in the prediction of delocalization, a study
using the baseline doubly-swept blade design was performed in the viscous quasi-steady
mode. Viscous results were compared with quasi-steady inviscid results at a condition
where deiocalization occurred. For these solutions, the supersonic regions beyond the
blade were compared to determine the effect of viscosity. The viscous solutions produced
a supersonic region of slightly larger width extending into the far-field than the inviscid
results. This result appears to be due to the effective thickening of the blade section due
to the boundary layer which strengthens the disturbance in the far-field. This result also
indicates that the onset of delocalization would occur at a slightly lower M,,d,_ than that
predicted by an inviscid solution. Based on the experience gained during this study, the
difference is believed to be small from a design point of view, and probably less than 0.005
Mach number. The computational effort to identify the actual Md_l,,_al value Was believed
to be an unwarranted effort and was not pursued any further.
Blade-Geometry Variations
After the initial delocalization studies, a number of changes were made to tile baseline
doubly-swept blade-tip geometry to determine an acceptable planform which reduces the
aeroelastic concerns of the doubly-swept tip but maintains, or possibly improves, the
high degree of HSI-noise reduction. These variations included modifying the planform
shape by changing the taper ratio and the leading-edge and trailing-edge sweep angles of
the swept sections. The purpose of modifying the planform was primarily to produce an
effectively aft-swept blade (for aeroelastic reasons) with beneficial deiocalization properties
but also to determine if the doubly-swept blade could be further improved for high-speed
impulsive noise. The effect of the thickness ratio was also studied. Furthermore, BVI-
noise reduction, which will be discussed later, may be enhanced by using an airfoil with
a sharp leading edge to effect the tip-vortex structure. For this reason, this airfoil-shape
variation was also included in the HSI study to insure that this modification does not
sacrifice HSI-noise performance.
Aeroelastic stability is an important consideration for these blade geometries. As an
approximate measure of the aeroelastic behavior of the blades, an effective sweep of each
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blade studied was computed. This effective sweep was found by computing the average
location of the quarter-chord line on a thrust-weighted basis. The thrust was assumed to
be proportional to the chord and vary linearly with r. From this average quarter-chord
line an effective sweep angle can be defined by direct comparison with the same value
obtained for a constant-chord aft-swept blade whose sweep starts at the same spanwise
location. Although the thrust weighting overly biases tile importance of the tip, it does
provide a consistent effective measure of relative sweep for comparison purposes. An
effectively aft-swept blade was considered to be aeroelastically stable, while an effectively
forward-swept blade may be unstable and hence undesirable.
A summary of the blade geometries is provided in Table 1. The modifications to the
baseline doubly-swept geometry are identified as rood1, m¢_2, etc. For the Black Hawk
blade, the svceep begins at 92.9% span. For the doubly-swept blades, the aft-sweep begins
at 93.55% span and the forward sweep begins at 96.78%. These were the sweep break-
points of the original doubly-swept blade studied in Ref. 2. The first two columns are the
fractions of root chord at the second sweep-break point (96.78%) and the tip. For example,
a 50% means that the chord has reduced to 50% of the chord at the root. In the last column
of this table two values of M,_a,_ are given. At the lower M_a_ value, delocalization did not
occur, while at the upper value, it did. The difference between the upper and lower limits
in M,_ (the tolerance) was narrowed to 0.005. The thickness ratio (t/c), when different
from the 9.5% of the SC1095, is varied linearly (inboard to outboard) over the span of the
section to scale the airfoil-section profile. Thus, for the cases above, 7.0% is the thickness
ratio of the tip. The airfoil-section profile, when different from the SC1095, is a blending
of a sharp-leading-edged airfoil and the SC1095. The sharp-leading-edged airfoil used at
the tip (shown in Figure 11 with the SC1095 and SC1095-R8) is obtained by replacing
the SC1095 section with circular arcs for the upper and lower surfaces. These surfaces
are forced to match the slope and position at tile maximum thickness location and meet
at the leading-edge point of the original profile. The sharp-leading-edged airfoil shown in
Figure 11 is only used at the tip. Between 96.78% span (the location where forward sweep
begins) and the tip, the airfoils sections are interpolated between the SC1095 airfoil and
the sharp-leading-edged airfoil.
For the geometries studied, the baseline doubly-swept planform delayed delocalization
the most, with a MaelocaZ of between 0.950 and 0.955. Variations to the airfoil shape,
whether in thickness or leading-edge shape, did not have a large effect. The baseline
doubly-swept planform appears to be the best from a HSI-noise standpoint, but it is also
the most aeroelastically undesirable, based on the effective sweep angle. An increase in
taper had a direct benefit on the deiocalizing Mach number (note rood5 through rnod8 in
Table 1). The increase in inboard and outboard sweep of rnodO and rnodlO also helped
delay delocalization. The thickness of the blade had a significant benefit for the blade
with 80% taper (rood8 and rood5) but had no benefit (within the 0.005 tolerance) for the
50% tapered blade (baseline and rood1). The sharp-leading-edged airfoil shape exhibits
a benefit for delocalization (rnod8 and mode). The blade geometry labeled rnodlO was
selected for further study for the BVI-noise investigation due to its high Ma_lo_,,t of 0.94-
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Blade
Name
B-Hawk
Baseline
Modl
Mod_
ModS
Mod4
Mod5
Mod6
Mod7
Mod8
Mod9
Modl O
Chord
0.97R Tip
100% 100%
75% 50%
75% 50%
75% 50%
90% 80%
90% 80%
9o% 8o%
90% 70%
9o% 60%
9o% 50%
90% 60%
9o% 60%
Sweep
Inner Outer Effective
-20.0" -20.0 " -20'
-19.7 " +34.1 " 0 "
-19.7 " +34.1 " 0"
-34.3 " -{-29.5 " -9"
-34.3" +29.5" -13'
-34.3' -t-29.5' -13'
-34.3" +29.5 ' -13"
-34.3" +29.5 " -13 "
-34.3" -t-29.5" -12"
-34.3' +29.5" -11'
-34.3" +34.4 " -11 "
-34.3" +34.4 " -11 '
Tip Airfoil
t/c Shape
9.5% SC1095
9.5% SC1095
7.0% 8C1095
7.0% Sharp LE
7.0% SC1095
7.0% Sharp LE
9.5% SC1095
9.5% SC1095
9.5% SC1095
9.5% 8C1095
9.5% SC1095
7.0% Sharp LE
Mdeiocal
.895-.9OO
.950-.955
.950-.955
.950-.955
.935-.940
.935-.940
.925-.930
.930-.934
.934-.940
.93_.940
.940-.945
.945-.950
Table 1. Predicted onset of delocalization for the baseline doubly-swept blade and modi-
fications to the doubly-swept blade.
0.945 and effective aft sweep of approximately -11 degrees. Note that the Black Hawk
blade has an effective aft sweep (as defined herein) of-20 degrees. This selected blade
geometry (mod10) is referred to as the modified doubly-swept blade with sharp leading
edge. The planform of this blade is shown in Figure 1 with the baseline doubly-swept and
Black Hawk blades.
Blade-Vortex Interaction Noise
To determine a representative and significant BVI condition, experimental data were
used to help define the flight condition to be studied. A case from the DNW test of a
pressure-instrumented model Black Hawk rotor (Ref. 45-47) was identified which exhibited
a strong, nearly-parallel BVI event. This case was a descent condition with # = 0.176,
Mho,_ = 0.637, ot,v : 5.4, and CL/a = 0.070. The run number for this case is 11.29. For
this study, the thrust was increased to give a lg value (CL/a = 0.090). In Figure 12,
the BVI events for this case, measured in the experiment (Ref. 47), are displayed. The
symbols indicate the BVI locations as determined from pressure data at specific blade
radial stations. The size of the symbols indicate their relative strengths. Identification
of these BVI events was based on the local minima and maxima of the higher harmonic
content of the experimental sectional thrust (Ct} obtained from chordwise integration of
the pressures. Harmonics greater than four times the blade passage frequency were used
for this analysis. Circles are used in this figure at locations of maximum sectional thrust
(Ct) and squares are used at locations of minimum Ct. Most of the BVI events occur in
the aft region of the rotnr disc, the event is particularly strong in the first quadrant at
about 40 degrees azimuth. For this study, this event was selected to be modeled. Using
the charts from Ref. 44, and interpolating in advance ratio, the origin of the tip vortex
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for this interaction was estimated to be 140degrees.It has been assumedthat the blade
planform will not affect the location of the originating vortex significantly.
Navier-Stokessolutions were obtained using NSR3D for four blade geometries in this
study: the Black Hawk blade, the baseline doubly-swept blade, the modified doubly-swept
blade with the sharp leading edge given as modlO in Table 1, and a final blade derived from
modlO called the modified doubly-swept blade with sharp leading edge/new twist. This
final blade was designed to increase the loading at the tip to help induce a leading-edge
vortex for disruption of the tip vortex. To do this, the twist was increased over the tip
region of the blade by two to three degrees. This blade also has the sharp leading edge.
In Figure 13, the new twist distribution is compared with the original twist distribution
of the Black Hawk blade and the other doubly-swept blades. The twist deviates from the
original at about 85 percent span and fairs in smoothly with the inboard twist. It was
found that the new twist did not affect Md,to,_t within the tolerance of 0.005.
Navier-Stokes Calculations
To estimate the velocity distribution of the interacting tip vortex, quasi-steady Navier-
Stokes calculations were performed for the 140 degrees azimuth location. The solver was
used for the outer 50% of the blade. For a spanwise triangular loading distribution, this
portion of the blade is expected to carry about 75% of the thrust of a complete blade. Thus
the collective was adjusted to trim the computed blade thrust to 75% of that measured
by experiment at this azimuth location. For these calculations, 412_160 grid points were
used, consisting of 161 streamwise poblts, 40 spanwise stations and 64 points in the normal
direction. On the surface of the blade, 81x31 points were used. The normal spacing of
the first point off the blade surface was 0.00007 chords. Behind the trailing-edge, 40
streamwise stations were used to help resolve the convection of the tip vortex. The grids
for the doubly-swept blades were stretched to six chords downstream from the root trailing
edge. For the Black Hawk, the grid was stretched to eight chords downstream of the root
trailing edge. These grids provided a maximum downstream distance of six chords from
the tip trailing edge. The cut-and-paste assumption was used, specifically, the profiles
at these locations were assumed to be the profiles at the location of the blade-vortex
interaction. Resolving the tip vortex to the location of the interaction is beyond current
state-of-the-art. (Actually, based on the results herein, it could be argued that accurately
resolving the tip-vortex formation near the blade tip is beyond today's capabilities.)
These cases were run until tile blade thrust was well converged (to the fifth decimal
place of thrust coefficient). The loading distributions for the four blades are given in
Figure 14. The differences are small except for the modified doubly-swept blade with
sharp leading edge/new twist, which has a significantly higher loading at the tip. Note
that these blades were trimmed so that the load distributions integrate to within one
percent of the same thrust levels. The blades with less loading at the tip have higher
loading at the inboard stations. Also, for this particular azimuth location, the loading at
the tip is very low. The problem with low tip loading is that there is less of a chance of
inducing a leading-edge vortex which is the mechanism which is hypothesized to weaken
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the tip-vortex structure. This was tlle reasonfor introducing a new blade design with
increasedtwist at the tip. However,evenwith the increasedtwist at the tip, the angleof
attack at this condition wasnot large enoughto producea detectable leading-edgevortex
at this azimuth location and thrust level. In fact, as a test, the collective was increased
by as much aseight degrees_and no detectable leading-edgevortex was produced.
Axial-velocity profiles for the four bladesat six chordsdownstreamof the tip trailing
edgeare shown in Figure 15. Theseaxial velocity profiles are along the straight spanwise
line connecting the locations of maximum downwashto maximum upwash in the vertical
plane at a specifieddownstream distance. The vertical planes were taken as parallel to
the inboard rotor blade trailing edge. These velocities are nondimensionalized by the
freestreamspeed-of-sound. The distancesof the vertical planes are referenced from the
blade tip trailing-edge location and nondimensionalizedby the inboard bladechord which
is the samefor all designs.Using the distancefrom tile tip trailing edgeprovidesa measure
of the tip-vortex age. The spanwisedistancesare also nondimensionalizedby the chord,
and referencedto the tip. Basedon theseresults (Figure 15), the bladewhich modified the
tip-vortex velocity distribution the most (comparedwith the Black Hawk) is the modified
doubly-swept blade with the sharp leading-edge/newtwist. It produced a slightly larger
peak-to-peak but also increasedthe core size significantly. The profile for the modified
doubly-swept bladewith the sharp-leadingedgeshowedlittle differencein the core region
of the vortex from the baseline doubly-swept blade, for this reason it was not analyzed
further in this study.
Although these solutions were taken to an adequate convergence tolerance in terms of
blade lift, it was later determined that the velocity profiles were not quite fully converged
downstream. A convergence history of the velocity profile for the Black llawk is shown
in Figure 16 for six (6) chords downstream of the tip. The number of iterations given in
Figure 16 is a cumulative sum of restarting from previous solutions as well as adjusting
the collective to trim to the correct thrust coefficient. In all, these runs represent about
150 hours of Cray-2 time. The peak maximum axial velocity appeared to have stopped
changing with iteration number, but the core (defined as the distance between the mini-
mum and maximum axial velocities) may still be growing in size. The inboard velocities
continue to change slowly indicating a further growth and change in the vortex structure
is possible. Due to resource and schedule constraints of the contract, the uncertainty of
the time required to obtain true convergence downstream, and some accuracy considera-
tions to be discussed, calculation of completely converged velocity profiles was not pursued
further.
BVI Inflow
The axial-velocity profiles predicted by N SR3D were input to the vortex-lattice code,
BVI_INFLOW. This analysis then computed the tip-vortex-induced inflow time histories
associated with the BV1 event of interest at the following blade for the final three blade tip
geometries (the Black Hawk, baseline doubly-swept, and modified doubly-swept with sharp
leading edge/new twist). In these applications, only the tip vortex which had a parallel
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encounterwith the blade near the 50 degreeazimuth position was usedto determine the
BVI inflow. In the model, only the vortex segmentswhich had a strong effecton the outer
20°-/0of the bladewere usedfor the interaction. At the location of interaction the velocity
profile was assumed to be the same as that six chords downstream of the originating
blade. To produce the maximum influence on the blade of interaction, the tip vortex was
assumed to impact the blade without local distortion.
The BVI inflow distributions at the tip-path plane are shown in Figures 17 and 18.
In Figures 17a-17c, contours of tile inflow velocity over the entire rotor tip-path plane,
due to the selected BVI vortex segments, are displayed for the three blade geometries.
The BVI event is evident in the first quadrant near the edge of the rotor disc. In Figures
18a-18c, the region near the BVI event is enlarged, providing some of the details of the
inflow distribution. The general character of the inflow is consistent with the expected
inflow for a vortex passage. However, it will be indicated that the amplitudes are too low.
Unsteady Loading
The BVI inflow distributions over the rotor disc, attributable to the BVI vortex
segments, were used by NSR3D to predict the unsteady Euler solutions for the final
three blade geometries. For these calculations, the same 164k-grid was used. The higher
harmonic content (harmonics equal to or greater than 2 blade passage frequencies) of
the sectional normal force coefficient are given for the three blades at y/R = 0.90 in
Figure 19. The BVI event is apparent between 40 and 60 degrees. The sectional load
decreases sharply where the downwash is a maximum then increases as the blade passes
the maximum upwash due to the vortex. Although the C, time histories are consistent
with the velocity profiles in relative magnitude and time span, these time histories do
not provide the impulsive intensity in loads that has been observed for BVl events in
experimental data (Ref. 45-47). That is, the duration is too long and the magnitude too
small. The suspected reason for this is that the vortex was not realistically predicted,
having too great a core size and too small of a peak velocity.
Noise Prediction
The prediction of the acoustic behavior for the final three blade geometries_ using
the predicted unsteady blade surface pressures from NSR3D, was performed with the
WOPWOP analysis. Predicted contours of overall sound pressure level (OASPL) for the
rotor with the three blade designs, for a section of a sphere below the rotor at a distance
of six rotor radii, are given in Figure 20. The horizontal axis of these figures (0) is the
lateral angle measured from the hub. The lateral angle is defined as zero directly below
the hub and increases in the counter-clockwise direction when viewed from behind the
helicopter. A lateral angle of 90 degrees is to the right (advancing) side of the helicopter
and -90 degrees is to the left. The vertical axis represents the the longitudinal angle from
the hub. The longitudinal angle is defined as zero degrees in the direction of the tail and
increases in the counter-clockwise direction when viewed from above. A longitudinal angle
of 180 degrees is directly in front of the helicopter and 90 degrees is on the advancing side.
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The maximum noise level is located on the advancing side slightly in front of the hub at
0 = 30 degrees and ¢ -- 150 degrees. The doubly-swept blades produced slightly larger
predicted maximum noise levels than the Black Hawk blade (105.8 db for the baseline
doubly-swept, 105.6 db for the modified doubly-swept blade with sharp leading edge/new
twist, versus 102.7 db predicted for the Black ltawk).
The predicted acoustic signatures for an entire revolution are shown in Figure 21 with
the experimental data from the DNW test case 11.29 (mic #9 located at 0 -- 33 degrees
and ¢ = 150 degrees). An enlarged view of the higher-harmonic content of noise signal is
given in Figure 22. Absolute correlations with experiment were not expected since only
one feature of the rotor noise was being modeled (i.e. the interaction of the tip vortex
with the tip of the following blade). The predictions exhibit some of the characteristics of
the experimental BVI-noise signals, but they are not as impulsive and miss a few features.
The higher harmonics highlight the BVI signature. The calculations have a wider signal
and lower magnitude than the experiment. The differences were determined to be due to
the large core size and lower peak velocities of the predicted tip vortex. As mentioned
previously, the tip vortex was assumed to pass the blade without any axial displacement
(i.e. impact the blade while maintaining its velocity profile). Due to the l/r decay
property of vortex-induced flow, the BVI signature would be even weaker had the vortex
passed below the blade, which is usually the case for real blade-vortex interactions. It is
important to note that the small differences in the predicted downstream axial velocity
profiles (Figure 15) seen between the blades is reflected in the OASPL plots in Figure
20 and the time history plots (Figure 21 and 22). This demonstrates that the unsteady
Euler analysis and acoustics code are capable of discriminating between such differences
in velocity profile.
Tip-Vortex Resolution
It was previously mentioned that the downstream velocity profiles computed by the
Navier-Stokes solver and used for the acoustic analysis were close to, but not completely
converged. Upon further investigation and analysis, it was concluded that all of the pre-
dicted velocity profiles are not accurate descriptions of the actual tip-vortex structures. A
careful study of the dimensional values of the peak-to-peak velocity magnitudes indicated
that, they were too low, based on experimental observation. In addition, it had been ob-
served earlier in the study that the core size was too large. The degree of convergence of
the downstream velocities (Figure 16) appears to be of secondary importance. That is,
numerical diffusion of vorticity in the Navier-Stokes solver is the primary problem.
In Figure 23, the development of the tip-vortex axial velocity profile behind the Black
Hawk blade tip is shown. The core size decreases as the tip vortex is convected down-
stream. This is an indication that the vortex roll-up is progressing very slowly. In addition,
as the vortex is convected downstream the magnitude of velocity is decreasing, evidence
of the numerical dissipation. The peak-to-peak axial velocities at one chord downstream
is three times greater than that at six chords downstream. However, it appears that the
tip vortex has not yet coalesced at one chord downstream. It is conjectured that the slow
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coalescence is due to the peak loading occuring inboard (at about 50% span and shown in
Figure 14), resulting in a shallow circulation gradient towards tile tip. This loading distri-
bution is due to a combination of the Black Hawk twist distribution and flight condition.
Although the velocities are too small close to tile blade, tile slow coalescence process has
allowed additional numerical diffusion to occur before the tip vortex is fully developed.
Due to differences in loading distributions, direct comparisons of the velocity profiles
with experiment are difficult. For qualitative comparison purposes, consider the Black
Hawk velocity profile at six chords downstream (Figure 15). For a full-scale rotor, the
peak-to-peak predicted velocities at this location is about 15 ft/sec and an estimated core
diameter of 1.5 chords. This velocity is significantly lower than the expected peak velocity
of such a helicopter tip vortex. Typically for this size of a helicopter, peak velocities at
the tip vortex are about 100 ft/sec. Additionally, the nominal core diameter of a fully-
developed tip vortex has been observed experimentally to be about 1/10 of a chord.
Experimental tip-vortex velocity data is available for another blade geometry in Ref.
61. The baseline geometry for this experiment had a 32°'/0 taper ratio, starting at 75%
span, and Boeing VR-12 airfoil sections. Induced downwash angles of the tip vortex are
shown in Figure 25 for a blade with a wing lift coefficient of 0.5. Based on this figure, the
core size is about 1 inch, which is 0.31c based on the chord at the tip and 0.10c based
on the root chord. The peak-to-peak induced angles, from Figure 25, are 16 degrees.
For comparison, the Navier-Stokes calculations shown in Figure 16 have peak-to-peak
induced angles of about 4 degrees at two chords downstream and decreased to 1.5 degrees
at six chords downstream. Although these comparisons are considered qualitative due to
differences in geometry and blade loading, the computed values are apparently too weak.
The difference in velocity magnitudes between two chords and six chords downstream
indicate the rapid numerical diffusion of the vortex.
The predicted tip vortex, due to spanwise grid size, numerical diffusion, and artificial
dissipation, is much too weak and broad. A very fine, preferably adaptive, grid is needed
to resolve the tip vortex far enough downstream to be fully developed. Studies are required
using higher-order, up-winded numerical schemes (Ref. 34) and/or grid refinement (Ref.
35) to improve the resolution of the tip vortex and determine whether it can be computed
adequately for noise prediction. Although it was anticipated at the onset of this study
that the artificial and numerical dissipation would affect the results, the degree of impact
was not expected due to several reasons. Tile tip vortex structure developed further
downstream than anticipated, allowing the diffusion to be more significant. The blade-tip
loading for the condition studied was very low, producing a weak tip-vortex and no leading-
edge vortex to disrupt the flow. It had been conjectured that large enough differences in
the tip-vortex flow would be present, due to the formation of a leading-edge vortex, such
that relative comparisons between the flow-fields would be realistic despite the presence
of numerical diffusion. Without these large differences, the flow-solver could not reliably
distinguish the tip-vortex profiles. As such, within the available computer resources, the
tip-vortex structure could not be predicted accurately enough to use the results for noise
prediction.
2O
CONCLUSIONS
Rotor blades with doubly-swept tip designs, specifically inboard aft-swept and out-
board forward-swept, were shown to significantly delay the onset of delocalization relative
to the aft-swept Black Hawk rotor blade, as expected. These results for several doubly-
swept tip designs are based on predictions from a Euler/Navier-Stokes rotor flow code,
NSR3D, and confirmed the results of an earlier NASA study on a doubly-swept geometry
using a quasi-steady full-potential method. The prediction of the advancing tip Mach
number at which the Black Hawk blade exhibited de]ocalization agreed well with the ex-
perimental observation of 0.89 for the model Black IIawk rotor. The investigation demon-
strated, on a limited basis, that unsteady and viscous effects do not significantly alter
the prediction of the delocalization boundaries. Starting with the baseline doubly-swept
tip design which had an effective forward sweep based on the thrust-weighted location of
the blade quarter-chord line and a Md_Zoc_l-_0.95, a new doubly-swept tip planform was
developed by analysis of the delocalization boundaries of several variations of the baseline
geometry. The new planform retained the inboard aft sweep and outboard forward sweep
features, and had similar delocalization benefits. Delocalization occurred at an advancing
tip Mach number of 0.94, but the blade had an effective aft sweep to redllce the possi-
bly undesirable aeroelastic behavior of the baseline doubly-swept tip. Both of the these
doubly-swept blades retained the airfoil and twist distributions of the Black Hawk. These
studies indicate the potential of the doubly-swept tip to allow a helicopter rotor to fly at
speeds over 200 knots without delocalization and thus demonstrate the potential of such
tip designs to reduce HSI noise.
A procedure for the prediction of tip-vortex structure and its effect on BVI noise
was developed. The method is based on a loose coupling of steady Navier-Stokes, vortex-
lattice, unsteady Euler, and linear acoustic methodologies. This methodology was em-
ployed to investigate the potential of the doubly-swept tip to alter the tip-vortex structure
in a manner which would reduce BVI noise in the first quadrant of the rotor disk. The
results of this study were inconclusive due to the inability of the Navier-Stokes flow solver
to predict realistic tip-vortex velocity distributions downstream of the blade tip within
acceptable computer resource constraints. The predicted peak-to-peak velocities were too
small and the vortex core sizes too large due to greater than anticipated numerical dif-
fusion effects. The severity of the diffusion effects were partly due to the large distance
required for the tip vortex to form at the condition studied. In addition, for the low
blade-tip loadings on the advancing side, the forward-swept portion of the tip, even with
the sharp leading edge at the extreme tip, did not produce a leading-edge vortex which
was hypothesized to be the mechanism which would alter the tip-vortex structure. Thus,
a weakening of the tip vortex did not occur, and the Navier-Stokes code did not predict
significantly different tip-vortex velocity profiles for the different blades. The prediction
procedure did predict differences in the noise, although it is not clear whether these dif-
ferences are due to blade geometry or the BVI-induced inflow. The procedure may prove
to be a useful tool when the difficulties of predicting realistic tip-vortex structures can be
overcome, or by using experimental tip-vortex velocity data for different tip geometries.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
It was shown numerically that the doubly-swept blade delayedthe onset of delocal-
ization and thus offers the potential for a significant reduction of high-speed impulsive
noise. It is recommended that such a tip design be tested experimentally to determine if
the benefits for HSI noise can be realized. Although the investigation of the doubly-swept
blade for BVJ-noise reduction is inconclusive, this blade should be studied further to de-
termine its potential for BVI noise and its impact on rotor performance and aeroelastic
stability.
For the computational analysis of BVI noise to be successful, the calculation of the
downstream velocity distribution must be reliable enough for comparisons between blade
geometries. During this computational study, it was found that the resolution of the tip
vortex was not accurate. A computational study focused on capturing this flow structure
is needed. This study could include refinement of the spanwise gridding and improvement
of the present methodology, or application of a more sophisticated algorithm (e.g., Refs.
34 and 35). For validation, a comparison with available experimental velocity data is
desirable. Since the present numerical method is not capable of adequately predicting
the downstream vorticity distributions, an experimental test is needed to determine the
effectiveness of the doubly-swept blade for redistributing the downstream velocity field.
This would test the underlying premise for using the doubly-swept blade to reduce BVI
noise. Additionally, the experimental velocity profiles could be used for the BVI-noise
methodology described in this report.
Another useful computational study would address the flow-field at the blade. The
original hypothesis for BVI-noise reduction was based on the assumption that the doubly-
swept design could redistribute vorticity by causing a leading-edge vortex. For the BVI
event studied, the tip loading was very low, making a leading-edge vortex formation
difficult. Modifications to the blade section and twist were used as an attempt to trigger
the vortex formation, but none of the blade geometries produced a leading-edge vortex at
this flight condition. A numerical study to determine what geometry changes are necessary
to form the leading-edge vortex at these conditions would be useful. For BVI events which
occur at other locations on the rotor disc, such as the retreating side, the origin of the tip
vortex may be in a region of high loading. Hence, to suppress the noise associated with
these events, a leading-edge vortex may be more likely to form and the doubly-swept blade
may offer real potential. Thus, investigation of the greater potential of the doubly-swept
tip to produce a leading-edge vortex on the retreating side, and thereby reduce BVI noise,
is recommended.
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Figure 1. Comparison of blade planforms: baseline doubly-swept blade of Ref. 2, modified
doubly-swept blade, and Black Hawk blade
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Figure 6. Flow-chart of the coupled methodology for BVI noise prediction.
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Figure 11. Airfoil cross-sections used for the blade designs: SC1095, SC1095-R8,
sharp leading-edge airfoil used at the tip.
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